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Abstract − Many studies have been developed aiming
to improve digital filters realizations, recurring to intricate
structures and analysing the error´s behaviour. The work
presented in this paper analyses the feasibility of fixedpoint implementation of classical IIR notch filters
(Butterworth, Chebyshev, Bessel and elliptic), and also
the effect of the quality factor and normalized cut-off
frequency in the number of significant bits necessary to
represent the coefficients, to scrutinize the deformations
the filters suffer for distinct design specifications.
The work focuses especially in the implementation of
power line notch filters used to improve the signal-tonoise ratio in biomedical signals. The obtained results,
when quantizing the digital notch filters, show that by
applying second order sections decomposition, low-order
digital filters may be designed using only part of double
precision capabilities, while high-order notch filters with
harsh design constrains are implementable using double
precision, but only in second-order sections. Thus, it is
shown that to optimize computation time in real-time
applications,
an
optimal
digital
notch
filter
implementation platform should have variable arithmetic
precision.

design constraints, the filtering stage may have a
pernicious effect on the signal, completely missing its
purpose.
This problem has been studied [2-9] and, disregarding
additional error sources originated from the A/D and D/A
conversions, the key issues are:
I. Quantization of the input signal into a finite set
of discrete levels;
II. Representation of the filter’s coefficients by a
short number of bits;
III. Propagation of rounding errors occurred in
arithmetic operations.
To evaluate these errors influence in the final filter
output, several approaches have been proposed [2-9,1214]. If errors type-I are assumed to be random variables
with a uniform probability distribution, a number of
analysis tools is available to characterize their behaviour
[10-14]. Errors type-III are incessantly subject of
reductions through the implementation of novel structure
variations [1-2,5,15-17] based in state-space structures
and direct form I with error feedback, also known as noise
shaping or error spectrum shaping [5,9,18].
Type-II errors also have comprehensive bibliography
reporting studies on important implementation issues;
some instability thresholds due to these errors were
derived [6,19], not including notch filters, coefficients
sensitivity approach [15,18-20], and structural changes to
minimize the impact of these errors [2,5,8,17].
Considering specifically biomedical applications,
some studies have analysed the digital filters distortion
effect on the signal [15], but the feasibility and the
outcome of the implementation has not been discussed.
Moreover, several biomedical studies ignore, to some
extent, the higher-frequency components of the signals,
implementing low-pass filters, or wide band-stop filters.
Ballistocardiogram, electrocardiogram, electroretinogram,
which have sampling frequencies from 200 Hz to 2 kHz,
and other biomedical signals high-resolution processing
systems benefit from the usage of power line notch filters.
Since acquisition systems work at distinct sampling
rates, the analysis of digital notch filters performance at
different normalized cut-off frequencies allows ensuring
that most biomedical signals fit in the tested range, and so
the conclusions are applicable to a broad variety of digital
biomedical signal processing systems. Subsequently,
MATLAB processing capabilities are used to evaluate the
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1. INTRODUCTION
Notch filters are very important in a wide variety of
instrumentation applications, from telecommunications to
biomedical signals processing, where often it is necessary
to remove a narrow band or even a single frequency of the
measurement signal. Digital implementation of these
filters is preferable to an analog implementation due to
drift absence and straightforward design of higher quality
factors. Nevertheless, digital filters’ implementation has
accuracy limitations due to the arithmetic’s finite
precision [1-4], an issue that is much more significant in
fixed-point arithmetic than in floating-point.
Due to the ease of designing and calculating the
coefficients of high-performance digital IIR filters, the
filter outcome is taken for granted, but, particularly if
dealing with limited capacity fixed-point platforms (such
as microcontrollers, digital signal processors, and fieldprogrammable gate arrays) or with very demanding
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fixed-point arithmetic numerical accuracy requirements to
realize several types of IIR notch filters, at different
design specifications.

magnitude, |Hn
dB), using (3),
ε n bit =

2. SECOND ORDER FILTERS
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It should be noticed that εn bit could have been defined
in linear units or using the phase or group delay
difference, but since the magnitude in dB is the most
widely employed method to assess filter response, the
parameter εn bit was chosen to measure directly this
dissimilarity in dB. Filter deviations are problematic both
in pass and in stop band, since deviations start to manifest
in the stop band and afterwards spread to the pass band
also, the metric (3) equally weights all frequencies.
3. SECOND ORDER FILTERS RESULTS AND
DICUSSION
3.1. Filters’ stability
Second order band-stop filters of the stated types were
implemented using the defined Q and Ω0 vectors. It was
found that, for every filter type, only the 16 bit
implementation was stable for all (Q,Ω0) pairs and that the
minimum quality factor to design an unstable filter, Qu_min
is 40, in the normalized notch frequency, Ω0u_min was
found 8×10-3.
The (Q,Ω0) pairs that generate unstable filters vary
their position according to the number of bits of the
implementation but not with the filter type.

(1)

The filters were implemented using Direct-Form II,
see Fig. 1, of the filter’s transfer function H(z),
represented in (2) for the second order case.
H ( z) =

Y ( z ) b0 + b1 z −1 + b2 z −2
=
X ( z ) 1 + a1 z −1 + a2 z −2

(3)

Fig. 1. Implementation of (2) in Direct-Form II.

2.1. Filters’ definitions
The normalized frequency Ω is defined as the ratio
between the frequency and the Nyquist rate, thus resulting
in units of cycles per sample.
The quality factor Q is the ratio between Ω0 and the
bandwidth (difference between upper and lower cut-off
frequencies Ω1 and Ω2), while the notch frequency Ω0, the
centre of the stop band, is the geometric mean of Ω1 and
Ω2. Since results should be parameterized as functions of
Ω0 and Q and filter design algorithms process Ω1 and Ω2,
(1) was used to obtain Ω1 and Ω2 from design
specifications in Ω0 and Q.

(

Ω max

root mean square error εn bit (in

where Ω is the test-frequency vector, Hn_bit(jΩ) and
Hfloatt(jΩ) the transfer functions of both filters.

Using dedicated filter design software, floating-point
double precision coefficients were computed for the
following filter types: Butterworth, Chebyshev types I and
II, and Elliptic. It was considered a normalized notch
frequency vector Ω0 with 9 points per decade spaced from
10-4 to 0.3 (totalling 30 points) and a quality factor vector
Q also with 9 points per decade spaced from 1 to 104
(totalling 37 points) and filters of even orders from second
to tenth were designed.
In view of the fact that the quantization induces pole
movement, a stable filter after quantization may become
unstable or even if the quantized filter is confirmed to be
stable, its outcome may be unacceptable, thus stating that
although the poles remain in the interior of the unit circle,
the quantization is too coarse and the poles and zeros
movement deforms the filter behaviour.
To diminish the poles and zeros wandering one
valuable method is the implementation of the filter in
second order sections (decomposing an Nth order filter in
the product of N/2 second order filters), considering that
the coefficients’ quantization causes minor pole
movement than in higher order sections. The impact of
this option will also be evaluated.
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Stability assessment was made searching for poles of
the filter’s transfer function, H(z), outside the unit circle.
The n bit fixed-point filter’s deviations to the floating
point double precision format design (16 decimal digits of
precision in calculations, IEEE decimal64 format) [21]
was measured making use of it’s frequency response

Fig. 2. Number of second-order unstable filters for each (Q,Ω0)
pair, in a total of 28 designed per (Q,Ω0) pair.
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Fig. 2 shows the number of unstable filters obtained
for each (Q,Ω0) pair (total of 1110), considering 10 to 16
bits implementations of the four filter types (28 designed
per pair).
Regarding power line notch filters implementation in
biomedical systems, the range of the normalized notch
frequencies where the filter is unstable represents an
important drawback because implementations with
sampling rates from 2 kHz down to 200 Hz will cross the
two main instability peaks found in Fig. 2. Despite this, if
quality factors bellow 40 are tolerable, the implementation
of 10 to 16 bit fixed-point IIR notch filters is
straightforward.

response progress with the quality factor and all others
also generate resonance peaks at very high quality factors.

3.2. Filters’ deviations
Second order band-stop filters of the stated types were
implemented using the defined Ω0 and Q vectors. The
results obtained for εn bit in a second-order Butterworth
filter, at a fixed Ω0 of 0.05, thus situated in the more
disturbing zone, with n from 10 to 16 bits, and variable Q
are presented in Fig. 3.
2

nd

order Butterworth filter ε

n bits

Fig. 4. Magnitude, in dB, of the 14 bit 2nd order Butterworth
filter, |H15 bit(jΩ)| dB, with Ω0 of 0.05 and the defined Q vector.
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3.3. Filters’ optimization
In these implementations we searched the minimum
coefficient word length that guaranteed stability and the
optimal word length, considering the defined accuracy
metric. The filter demanding wider coefficients’ word
lengths to guarantee stability was the elliptic filter, and the
Chebyshev type I was the most demanding to minimize
error. The coefficients’ word length dependency on Q and
Ω0 in these two cases are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
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Fig. 3. Second-order Butterworth filter εn bit, with Ω0 of 0.05, n
from 10 to 16 bits, and 37 points Q vector.

Smaller values of the quality factor, namely 1, have
the higher differences, which is due to the fact that the
floating-point filter fixed-point implementation creates a
deeper notch than the small deviation due to the fixedpoint conversion is able to mimic truthfully. If Q is above
400, the filters have very small notch frequency
attenuation and a small amplitude resonance peak both in
fixed and floating-point implementations. For Q values
above 1000 this peak vanishes and the filter acts as an all
pass filter, having no discrepancy from fixed to floating
point. To exemplify this behaviour in Fig. 4 it is plotted
the magnitude of the 15 bit Butterworth filter frequency
response, |H15 bit(jΩ)|dB, for variable Q.
Butterworth filters are presented as examples in the
last two figures, but the other filters have exactly the same
characteristics regarding the error and the magnitude

Fig. 5. Minimum coefficients word length to implement a stable
second-order elliptic filter for the defined Q and Ω0 vectors.
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the poles real value in such a way that only five elliptic
filters of 10th order are unstable.
Other important result is the minimum and the average
number of bits required to ensure that the SOS filters are
stable for all (Q,Ω0). The results are presented in Table 2.
The second-order section filters preserve the
behaviour presented in Fig. 2. Only a few tenths of them
require more than 10 bits. When increasing the order the
requirements of this residual minority also increase, but
only 10 bits are needed to almost every filter
implementation.
Table 2. Number of bits (average and maximum) to design
stable filters for all (Q,Ω0) pairs.
Type
Order
4
6
8
10

Fig. 6. Optimal coefficients’ word length to implement a stable
second-order Chebyshev type I filter for the defined Q and Ω0
vectors minimizing the norm (3).

Average for all (Q,Ω0)
B
C1
C2
E

Max for all (Q,Ω0)
B C1 C2 E

10.1090 10.1261 10.0919 10.1297 14

14

14

14

10.1270 10.1550 10.1243 10.1667 14

14

14

14

10.1360 10.1721 10.1468 10.2000 14

15

14

16

10.1505 10.1820 10.1595

15

14

>16

---

14

4. HIGHER ORDER FILTERS RESULTS AND
DICUSSION
4.2. SOS Filters’ deviations
The results of previous section 2.1 indicate the
importance of analyzing not only the global (Q,Ω0) mesh
but also the zones with more demanding coefficients’
word length to ensure stability. Table 3 summarizes some
of the measurements made, representing the average, for n
from 10 to 16 bits, of the root mean square error to the
floating point implementation, εn bit, defined in (3), for a
Ω0 value of 0.05.

Repeating the design procedure, 4th, 6th, 8th and 10th
order filters were implemented in single section and
second-order sections. The results regarding filter’s
stability and quantization effects are subsequently
presented.
4.1. Filters’ stability
Regarding the filters’ stability, Table 1 presents the
number of stable filters designed for each order and each
filter type, when using single section (SS) and secondorder sections (SOS) implementations. The maximum
coefficients’ word length allowed was of 16 bits and the
total number of filters for all (Q,Ω0) pairs is 1110.

Table 3. Average root mean square deviation, in dB, from the
fixed to the floating-point implementation to Ω0 = 0.05.
Order

Table 1. Number of stable filters of 4th, 6th, 8th and 10th order.

4
6
8
10

Type
Order
4
6
8
10

SS
B C1 C2 E
B
134 138 162 133 1110
16 19 21 16 1110
6
7
6
4 1110
2
3
2
1 1110

SOS
C1
C2
1110 1110
1110 1110
1110 1110
1110 1110

E
1110
1110
1110
1105

εav(Q, Ω0=0.05) [dB]
εBav εC1av εC2av εEav
90

303

39

254

111

193

101

189

2502

2500

1105

1124

1829

1782

905

1062

The results obtained for εav at a fixed Ω0 of 0.05, thus
situated in the most troubling zone, have their minimum
in the Chebyshev type II filter, which has minimum
deviations in every order. Chebyshev type II deviations to
the floating-point implementation are presented in Fig. 7.

In this table it is visible that for the 4th order, the single
section implementation is no longer valid, since only 12 to
14.6% of the filters implemented using this structure are
stable. For even higher orders few designed filters
implementations are characterized by stability.
When decomposing the filter structure into secondorder sections implementation, the rearrangement of the
coefficients allows the minimization of deviations from

4.3. SOS Filters’ optimization
Table 4 summarizes the coefficients’ word length,
when optimizing this quantity, for each (Q,Ω0), to ensure
the minimum deviation from the floating-point
implementation. It is displayed the average of the
coefficients’ word length.
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Fig. 7. Higher order Butterworth SOS filters εn bit, with Ω0 of 0.05, n from 10 to 16 bits, and 37 points Q vector.

Table 4. Number of bits to minimize deviations for all (Q,Ω0)
pairs.
Order
4
6
8
10

Average for all (Q,Ω0)
B
C1
C2
E
12.5315 12.7315 12.8568 12.7937
11.8360 12.0459 11.8613 12.1514
12.0304 12.0802 11.9108 12.0198
12.1802 12.2369 12.1477 12.3468

Contrary to what one might a priori expect, it is seen
that the 4th order has the higher average.
The most demanding filter to minimize the error for all
(Q,Ω0) pairs is the 4th order Chebyshev type II filter. The
coefficients’ word length dependence on Q and Ω0 in
these cases is shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 8. Optimal coefficients’ word length to implement a stable
second-order Chebyshev type I filter for the defined Q and Ω0
vectors minimizing the norm (3).

with these specifications, when implementing it using
fixed-point arithmetic, which has much higher accuracy
constrains
than
the
common
floating-point
implementation.
One important result of our work is that it is forbidden
to increase the filter’s order above the 2nd if the filter is
implemented in a single section. However, the order

5. CONCLUSIONS
In the work now reported it was investigated the effect
of the design specifications, namely quality factor and
normalized cut-off frequency, in the number of significant
bits necessary to represent the coefficients of a digital IIR
notch filter, and also the deformations the filter suffers
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increase is practically harmless if the filter is decomposed
in second-order sections. The simulation results obtained
provide comprehensive understanding of the stability
requirements and show a critical area of Q and Ω0 values
in which filter’s stability is compromised, even for 2nd
order. This critical area is especially problematic for
biomedical signal processing, since the problematic
values of Ω0 are typical of these applications.
The filters’ deviations in the critical zone were
measured, and were found to increase significantly when
rising above 6th order.
From the classical families of IIR filters, it was seen
that Chebyshev type II is the filter family that suffers less
with fixed point implementation, and it is also the less
demanding in number of significant bits necessary to
represent the filters’ coefficients.
Digital notch filter behaviour under fixed-point
implementation was extensively compared with floatingpoint
under
simulation
environment.
Practical
realizations, however, may bring important contributions
to the study now reported. Thus, future work must be
done regarding the implementation of such filters using
namely Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) and Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGAs) evaluating the filters’
performances and their deviations and discrepancies from
the above presented simulation results.
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